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Abstract—Engine control applications include tasks with vari-
able rate dependent behaviour (VRB-tasks) that adapt their
behavior as a function of the engine speed. For such tasks, the
frequency of activation, execution times and deadlines depend on
the rotation speed of the engine.

In recent years exact methods for the analysis of such VRB-
tasks have been introduced, where the task is represented by
the accumulated execution requirement in relation to the time
interval. In this paper we identify the periodic behaviour of
this curve and determine the recurrent term. The result is the
first method to have precise knowledge of the exact execution
requirement of VRB-tasks for arbitrary high intervals.

I. INTRODUCTION

In real-time analysis, many methods focus on time-triggered
tasks, that are activated by a timer at fixed time intervals.
However, in engine control applications, tasks are triggered at
predefined rotation angles of the crankshaft, thus generating a
dynamic work-load that strictly depends on the engine speed:
the higher the speed, the higher the activation rate and the
smaller the deadline. For instance, the task which calculates
the quantity of fuel that should be injected: at a higher engine
speed, the task is executed more frequently and less time is
available for the computation.
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Figure 1. Execution modes

Further the execution times depend on the angular speed.
The fuel injection system uses less injection pulses at higher
speed, simply because there is not enough time for the same
number of pulses. In general different algorithms are used

at different ranges of the engine angular speed. This can
be modeled by a number of execution modes in relation to
an angular speed (or the corresponding inter-arrival time).
Figure 1 shows three modes of one task. We refer to such
tasks as tasks with Variable Rate-dependent Behavior (VRB-
tasks) [2].

In recent years many papers have been published addressing
the problem of analyzing such tasks with this rate-dependent
behavior. The most precise methods are of Biondi et al. [3]
[4] and of Feld and Slomka [5]1, who proposed exact analyses
for tasks with rate-dependent behavior. In the next subsection,
we explain the main concept behind these methods and their
limitations.

A. Exact methods for VRB-tasks and their limitations

Each task has the physical limitation of a speed range
(rω´, ω`s) and an acceleration range (ra´, a`s). Figure 2
illustrates a possible sequence of events: a first event at an
instantaneous speed of ωJ0 followed by events at ωJ1 and
ωJ2 . Depending on these speeds, different execution times (see
Figure 1) are added to the total computational requirement of
one sequence.
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Figure 2. Search tree in the speed domain

In [6] and [5] the search tree in the speed domain is
explored by considering a limited number of sequences in
a given time interval. At any speed multiple continuations
in the speed domain are considered. Figure 3 shows this
process and illustrates that the number of sequences increases
exponentially with increasing time (counting nine different
sequences). It follows that these methods can only be obtained
for limited time intervals (i.e. an infinite time interval leads to

1These methods are for Fixed Priority as well as EDF-scheduling and
produce the highest ratio of schedulable task sets (i.e. have the lowest
pessimism).
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an infinite number of sequences). This leads to one problem of
the existing methods: for very high2 time intervals the runtime
complexity is intractable.
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Figure 3. Search tree with 9 different sequences

Another problem of current exact methods is that it cannot
be integrated into the Real-Time Calculus (RTC)-toolbox.
It is a powerful Matlab-toolbox, which allows to analyze
distributed real-time systems. It describes the stimulation of
the system with arrival- and service-curves. These curves are
required to be defined for unlimited intervals [7]. Therefore
current exact methods [6][5] cannot be integrated into the
RTC-toolbox. On the other hand, being able to determine
the wanted curves (which represent the exact computational
requirement), enables us to use the RTC in combination with
VRB-tasks. We refer to [8], where it is sketched how VRB-
tasks could be integrated into the RTC-toolbox. We summarize
the two limitations of existing exact methods for VRB-tasks:

1) For very long time intervals the runtime complexity is
intractable (this is evaluated in Section V).

2) These methods cannot be integrated into the RTC-toolbox
since the RTC requires its curves to be defined for
unlimited intervals.

These limitations lead to the challenge of an exact character-
ization of the request bound function with precise knowledge
for arbitrary long time intervals. Hence our novel contribution
is to
‚ compute the recurrent term (i.e. the periodic part) of the

request bound function of a VRB-task.
‚ and to determine the beginning of this periodic part.
‚ We further prove that there exists a sufficiently large time

interval which has a periodic part for any given VRB-
task-parameters.

Note that we assume the time interval considered for the
request bound function to be sufficiently large. Trivially one
cannot determine a periodic part considering an interval that
is too small to have any recurrent term.

We further note that we compute the periodic part, wherever
it is located. Since this depends on the task-parameters, our
further contribution is to:
‚ evaluate the beginning of the periodic part for varying

task-parameters (see our experimental section V).
We emphasize that the contribution of this paper is to de-

termine the recurrent term, rather than formulating a complete
new analysis. Hence the contribution of this paper cannot be

2For our sample task in Section V and an interval of 150ms above 67
million paths are considered.

compared with existing analysis in terms of precision. For a
comparison in terms of precision we refer to [5], since the
advances of this paper do not change the precision of the
method proposed in [5].

B. Related Work

1) Different Task Models: In the literature, there is a variety
of task models: among others the non-cyclic generalized multi-
frame (GMF) [9] and the Digraph Real-Time (DRT)-task
model [10]. Of these task models (that where not specifically
designed for VRB-tasks), most suitable to represent a VRB-
task is the DRT-task model as shown in [11]. The resulting
DRT-graph can be analyzed using the methods proposed in
[12] or [13] to reduce the complexity. However, the exact rep-
resentation proposed in [11] (see equation 28 and Lemma 19
of section 6.3 in [11]) results in very large graphs. For instance
applying it to our ’small’ sample task in table IV, the graph
has 67 nodes and 275 vertices. If applying it to a task of a real
automotive engine control unit (to any of the segment tasks
of ECU1 in [14]) results in a graph with 581 nodes and 7,955
vertices. Stigge and Yi [15] showed that analysis of such DRT-
graphs is intractable. In their experiments they used three sizes
of task graphs, where the largest size has maximal 13 vertices.
Hence being far below any exact representation of a realistic
VRB-task as shown above.

Most recently, Slomka and Sadeghi [16] introduced a task
model that uses mathematics from signal theory (like the dirac
delta or the heaviside function). However, it has not been
shown how this representation of a task can be used to analyze
VRB-tasks.

2) Sufficient Analyses: The problem of scheduling VRB-
tasks has been addressed by Kim et al. [17] (referred to as
rhythmic tasks). They propose an analysis for Fixed Priority
(FP)-scheduling under very restrictive assumptions with ex-
actly one rhythmic task, that must have the highest priority.
In Pollex et al. [18] [14] an analysis for rate-dependent tasks
has been described. This analysis maximizes each parameter
(inter-arrival time, deadline and execution time) separately
within certain bounds. The accuracy is improved by Feld and
Slomka [19] [20] by additionally considering dependencies
between tasks. Davis et al. [2] propose analyses for VRB-
tasks considering combinations of parameters and finding
the maximum interference using integer linear programming
(ILP). W.-H. Huang and J.-J. Chen [21] describe a sufficient
schedulability test for VRB-tasks under fixed priority mode-
level scheduling, where the same task can have different
priorities for each mode. In [22], von der Brueggen et al.
present utilization bounds for implicit-deadline systems that
contain VRB-tasks (referred to as angle-synchronous tasks).
Further Buttazzo et al. [23], Guo and Baruah [24], Biondi and
Buttazzo [25] [26] as well as Bijinemula et al. [27] present
analyses for Earliest Deadline First (EDF)-scheduling. In [28]
and [29], Biondi et al. maximized the system performance by
choosing the best possible division of execution mode speed
ranges.
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Feld et al. [8] presented a first approach to analyze dis-
tributed systems with VRB-tasks using the RTC-toolbox. To
deal with the requirement that curves have to be defined
for unlimited intervals they approximated the request bound
function with a linear upper bound. Even though this came
with the cost of pessimism, they provided a first step towards
a precise analysis of distributed systems which contain VRB-
tasks.

3) Exact Methods: The first exact method for VRB-tasks
was introduced by Biondi et al. [6]. In this work, they
presented an exact characterization of interference. Based on
this method, Biondi et al. introduced exact schedulability tests
for FP- [30] [4] and EDF-scheduling [3]. Note that these
methods are exact under the given assumption of precise
knowledge of the instantaneous speed. To account for the error
that occurs if the instantaneous speed is not known, Biondi and
Buttazzo [31] introduced a method which includes this error.

Feld and Slomka [5] proposed a method to characterize the
exact interference of a VRB-task. In his PhD-thesis [32], Feld
extended this method to improve the runtime. They further
show that their method can be combined with the response
time analysis of [30], which results in an exact schedulability
test.

An overview of analyses for VRB-tasks (also referred to as
rate-dependent tasks) is provided in [33].

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

In this section we recall the model and notation of a VRB-
task. Note that the method described in this paper is based on
the same model as used in previous work [2] [5].

A VRB-task is triggered according to the rotation of a
rotating source. The number of rotations accomplished is
denoted by ϕ. The angular velocity is denoted by ω and
bounded in rω´, ω`s. We also refer to angular velocity as
speed. ω is the first derivative of ϕ:

ω “ 9ϕ “
dϕ

dt

„

1

s



(1)

The acceleration is denoted by a and bounded in r´a`, a`s.
It is the second derivative of ϕ:

a “ 9ω “ :ϕ “
d2ϕ

dt2

„

1

s2



(2)

We assume that ω (including ω´ and ω`) is measured in
revolutions per second and the acceleration a in revolutions
per second squared. Hence we avoid the need for any unit
conversion.

Inter-arrival time: The inter-arrival time T is the distance
in time between two successive events. For a VRB-task the
inter-arrival time is also stated in terms of a fraction of a
full rotation. This angular inter-arrival distance is denoted
by b. The inter-arrival time T for a constant speed ω can be
determined with T “ b

ω . The minimum and maximum inter-
arrival times are therefore: Tmin “ b

ω` and Tmax “ b
ω´ .

Execution time: There are several execution modes. The
number of modes is denoted by M and the index of an

execution mode by m. The execution time of a VRB-task
is caused by the previous inter-arrival time T according to
equation (3):

CpT q “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

C1 if T ě T1

C2 if T1 ą T ě T2

...

CM if TM´1 ą T ě TM

(3)

T1 is the smallest inter-arrival time for the execution
mode 1, T2 for mode 2 and so on. The smallest inter-arrival
time for mode M (TM ) equals the smallest inter-arrival time
of the system: TM “ Tmin. Each execution mode m is
thus characterized by pCm, Tmq representing the worst-case
execution time Cm (with C1 ě C2 ě . . . ě CM ) and
minimum inter-arrival time Tm for an event executing in that
mode. The inter-arrival time Tm corresponds directly to the
switching speed of mode m: ωm “ b

Tm

3.
Utilization: The maximum utilization of one mode Um is

computed using the execution time Cm and the minimum
inter-arrival time Tm for that mode:

Um “
Cm
Tm

(4)

We define the mode with maximum utilization:

Definition 1. mU is the index of that mode which has the
maximum utilization Umax:

Umax “ max
mPN|mďM

ˆ

Cm
Tm

˙

. (5)

The corresponding inter-arrival time and execution time of
this mode is denoted with TmU

and CmU
. Note that in case of

several modes with the exact same utilization, we suggest to
define the mode with the bigger execution time Cm as mode
mU . However, in order to simplify the later proofs, we assume
that there is only one mode with utilization Umax.

We denote instantaneous speeds of a concrete sequence
of events with: ωJ0 , ωJ1 , ωJ2 , ..., ωJn . We further denote the
corresponding inter-arrival times with TJ1 , TJ2 , ..., TJn , where
TJ1 is the inter-arrival time between the event at ωJ0 and ωJ1
and so on. The maximum inter-arrival time4 beginning at an
instantaneous speed ω (see [5]) is (given acceleration a` and
the angular inter-arrival distance b):

T̃ pωq “
´ω `

?
ω2 ` 2a`b

a`
(6)

The maximum instantaneous speed that can be reached
within time T , beginning at ω (see [5]) is:

ω̃pω, a`, T q “ ω ` a`T (7)

We define the path and initial speed:

3We emphasize that the previous inter-arrival time (and not the instanta-
neous speed) causes the execution mode.

4This inter-arrival time is used previous to the first event of a sequence and
happening outside the considered interval. Therefore the maximum determines
the worst-case.
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Table I
SYMBOLS

Symbol Meaning
M Number of modes
m Index of an arbitrary mode
mU Index of that mode, which has

the maximum utilization.
Cm Maximum execution time for mode m
Tm Minimum inter-arrival time for an

event to be in mode m
Um Utilization of mode m
b Inter-arrival time in terms of a fraction

of a full rotation
ω Angular speed (also referred to as velocity)
ωm Maximum average angular speed for an

event to be in mode m
ωJi Instantaneous angular speed of an event i
TJi Inter-arrival time between ωJi´1 and ωJi
P a concrete sequence of events

including all ωJi and TJi
αp∆q The accumulated execution requirement in ∆,

referred to as request bound function (rbf )
ω´ Minimum angular speed
ω` Maximum angular speed
a` Maximum acceleration

Definition 2 (path P). A path P is the course of the speed
and is defined by the instantaneous speeds at the occurrence
of its events, the inter-arrival times between these events and
the corresponding execution times:

P “ tpωJ0 , CpT̃ pωJ0qqq; pωJ1 , TJ1 , CpTJ1qq;
pωJ2 , TJ2 , CpTJ2qq; ...; pωJn , TJn , CpTJnqqu

(8)

Definition 3 (initial speed). An initial speed is the instanta-
neous speed at the occurrence of the first event of a path and
is depicted with ωJ0 .

As inter-arrival times sum up to the length of the interval
and execution times sum up to the overall execution require-
ment (denoted with α), the corresponding curve can be derived
from a path.

Note that the deadline does not influence the computation
of the periodic behavior of the execution requirement and is
therefore not stated. We give an overview of the used symbols
in Table I.

III. RECAPITULATION OF EXISTING REAL-TIME ANALYSIS

In this Section we restate the method of [5], which de-
termines the exact request bound function (referred to as the
worst-case interference) generated by one VRB-task in a given
interval ∆. The general approach is to calculate all paths
that can lead from any point in ∆ to the highest execution
requirement. Instead of considering all possible paths (which

would be an infinite number in R), many possibilities can be
neglected.

A path begins at an initial speed ωJ0 . After an inter-arrival
time TJ1 the next event occurs at an instantaneous speed ωJ1 .
The values of ωJ1 and TJ1 depend on if and how the system
accelerated or decelerated. The path continues with ωJ2 , TJ2
and so on. Only a limited number of initial speeds ωJ0 and
possibilities to build the further path have to be considered.
We explain this selection via ωminpωm, bq and ωmaxpωm, bq (see
Figure 4):

Figure 4. ωminpωm, bq and ωmaxpωm, bq

An event is in mode m if the last inter-arrival-time (i.e. the
time between the last and this current event) is Tm “ b

ωm
,

which is the case when the average speed between those two
events has been ωm. If the system accelerates, such that an
event occurs before an instantaneous speed ωm and one event
after, it is possible that an event - occurring with a higher
speed than ωm - is still in mode m (see Figure 4). Therefore
ωminpωm, bq and ωmaxpωm, bq are defined:
‚ ωminpωm, bq is the speed below ωm and the highest

possible speed, such that the next event is in mode m.
‚ ωmaxpωm, bq is the highest possible instantaneous speed

that can be achieved in mode m.

Figure 5. Example with two modes

Consider a system with two modes as illustrated in Figure 5.
The lines represent the path, the dotted lines possible other
directions the path can take and the bigger dots represent
occurring events (which trigger events). Note the following:

1) Tm is the smallest inter-arrival time possible for an event
being of mode m.
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2) Cm ě Cm`1, since the execution times are monotoni-
cally non-increasing for increasing speed.

3) With an event at speed ωminpωm, bq and the next at speed
ωmaxpωm, bq (such that it has been accelerated with a`) or
vice versa (with decelerating using a´ from ωmaxpωm, bq)
the inter-arrival time is Tm. This follows directly from the
definition of ωminpωm, bq and ωmaxpωm, bq.

4) ωmaxpωm, bq is the highest possible instantaneous speed,
when leaving mode m.

By either starting at ωminpωm, bq or ωmaxpωm, bq and alter-
nating between these two speeds for any number of k P N
events:

‚ these events occur in the shortest time possible for being
of mode m with an inter-arrival time Tm (this follows
from 1) and 3)).

‚ as many more events as possible occur (assuming k events
of mode m), when the last event occurs at ωmaxpωm, bq
(this follows from 4)).

It follows: For any combinations including k P N events of
mode m, it is sufficient to assume ωminpωm, bq or ωmaxpωm, bq
as initial speeds. Further, by starting at ω` (and staying in
this speed) as many events as possible occur in any interval ∆,
since it is the highest speed possible. This makes the following
initial speeds:

‚ ωminpωm, bq or ωmaxpωm, bq for m “ 1, 2, . . . ,M ´ 1 and
ω`.

Beginning at these initial speeds, all paths that can cause
the highest execution requirement in any point in ∆ can be
constructed with:

i) calculate the smallest inter-arrival time possible and the
respective next instantaneous speed (given the current
speed ωJi and the physical limitations).

ii) calculate the smallest inter-arrival time and the respective
next instantaneous speed, under the condition to stay in
the same mode.

iii) calculate the smallest inter-arrival time, under the condi-
tion that the next instantaneous speed is one of the initial
speeds.

Constructing the paths (and its corresponding curves) ac-
cording to these three continuations, there is a limited number
of curves in a given interval ∆. The maximum of those curves
is the maximum execution requirement of a VRB-task in a
limited interval. We depict this curve with: αAperiodicp∆q
(since it will later be used to determine the aperiodic part
of a curve).

We give a short summary of this chapter:

‚ alternating between ωminpωm, bq and ωmaxpωm, bq leads to
the smallest possible inter-arrival time for mode m: Tm.

‚ αAperiodicp∆q denotes the maximum execution require-
ment of a VRB-task for a limited interval ∆.

‚ this maximum curve (αAperiodicp∆q) can be determined
using a limited number of initial speeds and a set of rules
to build the further path (also referred to as continua-
tions).

IV. MAXIMUM EXECUTION REQUIREMENT OF A

VRB-TASK

In this Section, we present a new method to determine
the request bound function (rbf ) αp∆q, which expresses the
maximum accumulated execution time that a task can require
from the processor within any time interval ∆ of given length.
Formally:

Definition 4 (rbf ). For one task and an interval ∆, αp∆q
denotes the maximum cumulative execution requirement of
events with their release time within an interval of length ∆
over all event sequences generated by that task.

Figure 6. Aperiodic and periodic part of a curve

The wanted curve can be decomposed into an aperiodic and
a periodic part. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The aperiodic
part describes those parts of the curve, which do not repeat
itself. On the other hand, the periodic part is repeated over
the complete positive x-axis. For a curve that represents the
rbf of a VRB-task, there is one point after which the periodic
part begins. It is denoted with tp. Formally:

Definition 5. tp is the interval length after which the periodic
part begins (it denotes the beginning on the x-axis in the rbf -
curve).

The first aperiodic part is denoted by αAperiodicp∆q and
determined with previous results as explained in Section III.
Let the periodic part be denoted by αperiodicp∆q, then the
complete request bound function is:

αp∆q “

#

αaperiodicp∆q , if ∆ ă tp

αperiodicp∆q , if ∆ ě tp
(9)

In the following, we explain the periodic part. Section IV-B
describes the determination of tp (the beginning of the periodic
part) and Section IV-C explains how to determine the complete
periodic part. To improve the presentation of the problem, we
first explain in Section IV-A two important cases and illustrate
those on a concrete example.

A. Relation between execution requirement and utilization

In general, if an interval ∆ is a multiple of Tm, the execution
requirement for a constant mode m (given its execution time
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Table II
EXAMPLE VALUES

Cm Tm Um

C1 “ Cmax “ 11 ms T1 “ 20 ms U1 “ 11{20 “ 0.55
C2 “ CmA

“ 6 ms T2 “ 10 ms U2 “ 6{10 “ 0.6
C3 “ 4 ms T3 “ 8 ms U3 “ 4{8 “ 0.5

Cm and its utilization Um) is: αp∆q “ Cm`Um∆. Intuitively,
one may think that the maximum utilization Umax produces the
highest execution requirement. However, this is not always the
case. There are two cases, in which a different mode (that
has not the maximum utilization) causes a higher execution
requirement:

i) the first event at the beginning of the interval has a higher
execution time than CmU

.
ii) the interval is not a multiple of TmU

.

In the following these two cases are illustrated on a concrete
example. Figure 7 illustrates case i) using the first two tasks
of Table II. Mode 2 has the highest utilization Umax “ U2. But
including the very first event at the beginning of the interval
mode 1 may cause a higher execution requirement because
C1 ą C2. In this particular example (see Figure 7) with an
interval length of ∆ “ 20.1ms the execution requirement
for being in mode 1 is αp∆q “ 2C1 and in mode 2 it is
αp∆q “ 3C2. Using the values of table II it holds 2C1 ą 3C2

(22 ą 18) even though U2 ą U1 (0.6 ą 0.55).

Figure 7. Mode with U1 causes a higher execution requirement (case i))

Case ii) is illustrated with Figure 8. The interval is just
large enough to have two events in mode 3 and only one
event in mode 2. Using the values of table II and an interval
of ∆ “ 8.1ms, this would result in an execution requirement
of αp∆q “ 2C3 for mode 3 and only αp∆q “ C2 for mode 2.
Mode 3 would cause the higher execution requirement for such
an interval: 2C3 ą C2 (8 ą 6), even though mode 2 has the
higher utilization.

B. Beginning of the periodic part

In this section, we show how to determine the beginning of
the periodic part tp and prove its correctness. For this purpose,
we provide two definitions:

Figure 8. Mode with U3 causes a higher execution requirement (case ii))

Definition 6. αmU
p∆q is the rbf -curve, that only

considers paths which do end at mode mU (in
rωminpωmU

, bq, ωmaxpωmU
, bqs).

Definition 7. αremp∆q is the maximum execution requirement
for a given interval ∆, considering all paths except those
covered by function αmU

p∆q.

This section is further subdivided:

‚ Subsection IV-B1 shows that there is an interval ∆ for
which αmU

p∆q causes the highest execution requirement.
‚ Subsection IV-B2 explains the determination of αmU

p∆q.
‚ Subsection IV-B3 explains the determination of αremp∆q.
‚ Finally, subsection IV-B4 combines the lemmas of these

previous subsections into Theorem 1, which provides a
method to determine tp.

1) There is an interval for αmU
p∆q: The function αmU

p∆q
considers only paths that do end in mode mU . Hence we
prove in Lemma 2 that there is a large enough interval, where
those paths include the maximum execution requirement.
Beforehand, we provide Lemma 1 and Definition 8 as these
are used in Lemma 2.

Lemma 1. The maximum execution requirement for an in-
terval ∆ - assuming a constant mode mU - is depicted with
αmU ,constp∆q and determined with:

αmU ,constp∆q “

R

∆

TmU

V

CmU
(10)

Proof. TmU
is the minimum inter-arrival time for an event to

be of mode mU . Therefore r ∆
TmU

s is the maximum number of
events in this mode.

We denote the difference in execution requirement with
αdiff p∆δq. Formally:

Definition 8. The increase in execution requirement for an
additional interval ∆δ ą 0 is αdiff p∆δq “ αp∆`∆δq´αp∆q.

Next, we compare two cases:

i) staying the additional interval ∆δ in mode mU , with an
inter-arrival time TmU

, and
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ii) staying the interval ∆δ outside of mode mU , such that
the inter-arrival time is T ‰ TmU

.

We show in lemma 2, that there is a large enough inter-
val, for which the first case i) causes the highest execution
requirement.

Lemma 2. There is an interval of length ∆ for which a
path, that ends at mode mU , causes the maximum execution
requirement.

Proof. We split the interval ∆ in two parts, the first part ∆first

and the additional part ∆δ (i.e. ∆ “ ∆first ` ∆δ). We want
to prove that there is a high enough additional interval ∆δ

(and therefore a high enough total interval ∆), that causes
the maximal execution requirement by staying this additional
interval ∆δ in mode mU .

Assume an arbitrary additional interval that is generally
expressed by: ∆δ “ kTmU

` T 1 with T 1 ă TmU
and

k P N0. The increase in execution requirement, when staying
in mode mU during the time interval ∆δ (case i)), is at least:

αδ,mU
p∆δq ě

Z

kTmU
` T 1

TmU

^

CmU
(11)

The increase in execution requirement in ∆δ for arbitrary
inter-arrival times Tm ‰ TmU

(case ii)) with the corresponding
execution time Cm is at most:

αδ,mp∆δq ď

R

kTmU
` T 1

Tm

V

Cm (12)

The difference between equation 11 (case i)) and equa-
tion 12 (case ii)) is at least:

αdiff p∆δq ě

Z

kTmU
` T 1

TmU

^

CmU
´

R

kTmU
` T 1

Tm

V

Cm (13)

For the right term of the right hand side of equation 13 it
holds:

kTmU

Tm
Cm `

T 1

Tm
Cm ` Cm ě

R

kTmU
` T 1

Tm

V

Cm (14)

Leaving the rounding down in the left term of equation 13
leads to:

kCmU
ď

Z

kTmU
` T 1

TmU

^

CmU
(15)

Replacing both terms in equation 13 the ě-relation still
holds:

αdiff p∆δq ě kCmU
´ p

kTmU

Tm
Cm ` Cm `

T 1

Tm
Cmq (16)

Next, the left term is multiplied with TmU

TmU
:

αdiff p∆δq ě
TmU

TmU

kCmU
´
kTmU

Tm
Cm ´ Cm ´

T 1

Tm
Cm

ě kTmU
p
CmU

TmU

´
Cm
Tm
q ´ Cm ´

T 1

Tm
Cm

(17)

Since Umax “
CmU

TmU
and Um “ Cm

Tm
, we can further shorten

it:

αdiff p∆δq ě kTmU
pUmax ´ Umq ´ Cm ´

T 1

Tm
Cm (18)

Because Umax is per definition the highest utilization, Um
is always smaller (Um ă Umax) and the term in brackets
is a positive value. It follows that the higher k the higher
αdiff p∆δq. Therefore, there is a high enough interval (a high
enough k in ∆δ “ kTmU

` T 1) for which a path that ends at
mode mU causes the highest execution requirement.

In the following we assume that the interval ∆ is sufficiently
large according to lemma 2. Hence we assume that there exists
a periodic part in ∆.

2) Determination of αmU
p∆q: From lemma 2 it follows,

that there exists an interval p∆ “ ∆first ` ∆δq for which
staying the additional interval ∆δ in mode mU causes the
highest execution requirement. Hence staying in mode mU

for ∆δ causes more execution requirement than other modes.
However, this excludes the first part ∆first. As explained
with figure 7 in Section IV-A, the very first event can have
a higher execution time than CmU

and this may lead to a
higher execution requirement. Higher execution times are in
modes m ă mU , since execution times are non-increasing
with increasing speed (C1 ą C2 ą . . . ą CM ). The
highest instantaneous speed, where an event still is of mode
m is ωmaxpωm, bq. Therefore we additionally consider paths
beginning at ωmaxpωm, bq and accelerating until mode mU for
all m ă mU . Figure 9 illustrates these cases. In this example
the mode of maximum utilization is mU “ 3 and paths with
initial events in mode 1, mode 2 and mode 3 are considered.
We summarize this procedure in lemma 3.

t

In
st

a
n

ta
n
e
o
u

s 
S

p
e
e
d

Figure 9. Determine αmÑmU p∆q

Lemma 3. Let ∆ “ ∆first ` ∆δ be an interval, which
is sufficiently large according to lemma 2 and let ∆δ be
a multiple of TmU

. To determine the maximum execution
requirement αp∆q, it is sufficient to consider initial speeds
in modes m ď mU with the smallest possible transition times
to mode mU .
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Proof. We split the proof in two parts: (1) at first we prove,
that initial speeds in modes mh ą mU cannot lead to the
highest execution requirement. (2) We prove that for initial
speeds in lower modes ml ă mU only paths have to be
considered that transition in the shortest time possible to
mode mU .

To prove (1), we show that there is at least one path
beginning at mode mU , which produces a higher execution
requirement than any path beginning at a mode mh ą mU .
It follows from lemma 2 that the path, which produces the
highest execution requirement ends at mode mU for an interval
∆. With this in mind, we can split the interval without loss of
generality in three parts:

∆ “ ∆e `∆f `∆δ. (19)

Figure 10. Divide interval into three parts

This division of the interval is illustrated in figure 10. The
interval ∆e is just high enough to only contain the first event:

∆e “ e (20)

The second part ∆f is a sum of arbitrary inter-arrival times
denoted with T 1, T 2, ..., Tn, it excludes the first event and
includes an event at the very end of this part:

∆f “ T 1 ` T 2 ` ...` Tn “
n
ÿ

i“1

T i (21)

The third part ∆δ is a multiple of TmU
, it excludes the first

event and includes an event at the very end of this part:

∆δ “ kmU
TmU

(22)

The total rbf is:

αp∆q “ αp∆eq ` αp∆f q ` αp∆δq (23)

To proof (1), we distinguish in two cases:

‚ Case 1: initial speed in mode mh ą mU

‚ Case 2: initial speed in mode mU

Case 1: The initial speed is in mode mh ą mU

The execution requirement of the first part is:

αp∆eq “ Cmh
with Cmh

ă CmU
(24)

This follows, since the execution times are non-increasing with
increasing speeds (i.e. C1 ą C2 ą ... ą CM ).

Execution times are dependent on the previous inter-arrival
time. We denote the corresponding execution time of T i with

Ci and the corresponding utilization with U i “ Ci

T i . The
execution requirement for the second interval is:

αp∆f q “

n
ÿ

i“1

R

T i

T i

V

Ci “
n
ÿ

i“1

U iT i (25)

We introduce the average utilization U˚ for which it holds:

U˚∆f “

n
ÿ

i“1

U iT i (26)

Thus U˚ can be determined with:

U˚ “

n
ř

i“1

U iT i

∆f
(27)

We denote the utilization while transitioning from mode
m to the next lower mode (or vice versa) with U 1m. Since
Tm is per definition the smallest inter-arrival time of that
mode and any events that occur while transitioning to the
next lower mode have higher inter-arrival times, the corre-
sponding utilizations are lower. Thus it holds U 1m ă Um. In
consequence, while transitioning from mode mh to mode mU

with an arbitrary number of modes in between, the following
utilizations occur:

‚ The time spent in mode mh: maximal Umh

‚ While transitioning from mode mh to mh ´ 1: U 1mh
ă

Umh

‚ The time spent in mode mh ´ 1: maximal Umh´1

‚ ...
‚ While transitioning from mode mU ` 1 to mode mU :
U 1mU`1 ă UmU`1

‚ If and only if mode mU is reached, the utilization can be
UmU

“ Umax.

As all utilizations necessary to reach mode mU from a mode
mh ą mU are smaller than Umax, it follows U˚ ă Umax.

We recap the execution requirement for the interval ∆f :

αp∆f q “ U˚∆f with U˚ ă Umax (28)

As the interval ∆δ is a multiple of TmU
, the execution

requirement of ∆δ is: αp∆δq “ Umax∆δ . The total execution
requirement for Case 1 is:

αp∆q “ Cmh
` U˚∆f ` Umax∆δ (29)

Case 2: The initial speed is in mode mU

The maximum execution requirement for ∆e is CmU
. With-

out loss of generality, the interval ∆f can be expressed with:

∆f “ kfTmU
` T 1 with kf P N0 and T 1 ă TmU

(30)

If the rotational source stays the complete interval ∆f in
mode mU , the corresponding execution requirement is:

αp∆f q “ Umaxp∆f ´ T
1q (31)

and the total execution requirement for Case 2 is:

αp∆q “ CmU
` Umaxp∆f ´ T

1q ` Umax∆δ (32)
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Comparing Case 1 and Case 2
We need to prove that Case 1 does not cover the maximal

execution requirement. This is shown, if there is at least one
path with an initial speed inside a mode m ď mU , which
produces a higher execution requirement. For that purpose,
we compare equation 29 with equations 32. Equation 32 is
higher than equation 29 if:

CmU
`Umaxp∆f ´ T

1q `Umax∆δ ą Cmh
`U˚∆f `Umax∆δ

(33)
Rearranging this inequation:

pUmax ´ U
˚q∆f ` pCmU

´ Cmh
q ą UmaxT

1 (34)

Since U˚ ă Umax and Cmh
ă CmU

, both terms in the left and
right brackets are positive. Further T 1 is limited: T 1 ă TmU

.
It follows for a sufficiently large interval (see lemma 2), that
equation 32 (and therefore Case 2) produces a higher execution
requirement. Therefore there is at least one path beginning at
mode mU which produces a higher execution requirement in
∆ than any path beginning in mode mh ą mU .

To prove (2) we compare Case 2 with:
Case 3: the initial speed is in mode ml ă mU .
The execution requirement for ∆e is αp∆eq “ Cml

with
Cml

ą CmU
. The execution requirement for ∆f is expressed

identical to Case 1 in the general form:

αp∆f q “ U˚∆f (35)

Since the utilizations from mode ml to mU are all smaller
than Umax, it also holds: U˚ ă Umax. The total execution
requirement is:

αp∆q “ Cml
` U˚∆f ` Umax∆δ (36)

Since Cml
ą CmU

an initial speed in mode ml can lead to
the maximum execution requirement. However, since U˚ ă
Umax the execution requirement is higher if more time is spent
at utilization Umax. It follows that the interval ∆ “ ∆e`∆f`

∆δ is split such that ∆δ is as large as possible and ∆f is as
small as possible. This is the case if the transition to mode
mU is as small as possible.

We depict the corresponding request bound function with
αmÑmU

p∆q according to definition 9.

Definition 9. αmÑmU
p∆q is the maximum accumulated exe-

cution requirement in ∆; considering an initial mode m ď mU

under the condition that the largest possible part of the interval
∆ is spent in mode mU .

Before we explain the determination of αmÑmU
p∆q we

restate equations 6 and 7 of Section II. The inter-arrival time
reached with maximum acceleration a`:

T̃ pωJi , a
`, bq “

´ωJi `
b

ω2
Ji
` 2a`b

a`
(37)

And the instantaneous speed reached with acceleration a`:

ω̃pωJi , a
`, T q “ ωJi ` a

`T (38)

Algorithm 1 determines αmÑmU
p∆q. The algorithm accu-

mulates the execution times until the end of the interval is
reached (line 4). The execution time depends on the pre-
vious inter-arrival time and is determined with CpT q (see
equation 3 in Section II). With an instantaneous speed inside
rωminpωmU

, bq, ωmaxpωmU
, bqs it is possible for the next

events to have an inter-arrival time of TmU
(the smallest inter-

arrival time of mode mU ). Therefore it is accelerated until this
speed range is reached (with the if-case in Algorithm 1 using
the respective equations 37 and 38). After the speed range is
reached, the maximum execution requirement is accumulated
with the minimum inter-arrival time of mode mU (else-case
in Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Determine αmÑmU
p∆, b, a`q

1: ∆t “ 0 //temporary interval length
2: αt “ 0 //temporary rbf
3: ωJnext

“ ωmaxpωm, bq
4: while ∆t ď ∆ do
5: if ωJnext

ă ωminpωmU
, bq then

6: ωJi “ ωJnext .
7: ωJnext “ ω̃pωJi , a

`, T q
8: else
9: T “ TmU

10: end if
11: ∆t “ ∆t ` T
12: αt “ αt ` CpT q
13: end while
14: αmÑmU

p∆, b, a`q “ αt

The rbf -curve, which ends at mode mU and causes the
highest execution requirement is depicted with αmU

p∆q. It is
the maximum of αmÑmU

p∆q for m ď mU (see Lemma 4).

Lemma 4. αmU
p∆q is the maximum execution requirement

(given an interval ∆ that is large enough according to
lemma 2) considering only paths which do end at mode mU

(in rωminpωmU
, bq, ωmaxpωmU

, bqs):

αmU
p∆q “ max

@mPN|mďmU

pαmÑmU
p∆qq (39)

Proof. From previous sections it is known:

i) Mode mU causes the most execution requirement in
relation to each additional interval of length TmU

(this
follows from lemma 2).

ii) All paths that can lead to the highest execution require-
ment in ∆ and end at mode mU began at a mode m ď

mU . This follows, because any other mode m ą mU has
a lower execution time (since C1 ą . . . ą CM ) and a
lower utilization Cm

Tm
ă

CmU

TmU
(Um ă Umax).

The maximum execution requirement for one such path be-
ginning at a mode m ď mU is αmÑmU

p∆q. It follows that
the maximum of αmÑmU

p∆q for all paths m ď mU is
the maximum execution requirement considering only paths,
which do end at mode mU .
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3) Determination of αremp∆q: We recall definition 7:
αremp∆q is the rbf-curve, that considers all remaining paths
which do not end at mode mU (outside of rωminpωmU

, bq,
ωmaxpωmU

, bqs). Hence, we can determine αremp∆q according
to Section III with the modifications:
‚ using all initial speeds for modes m ‰ mU , and
‚ ignore continuation ii) (see the three continuations in

Section III), whenever the instantaneous speed is inside
rωminpωmU

, bq, ωmaxpωmU
, bqs.

Figure 11. Comparing αTp p∆q with αremp∆q

4) Determination of tp: Figure 11 compares αmU
p∆q and

αremp∆q and illustrates parts of these curves. Since αmU
p∆q

ends with being constantly in mode mU the curve increases
with steps TmU

and CmU
. As depicted in the figure at interval

∆1: αmU
p∆1q is higher than αremp∆1q. However, there is an

interval ∆ ą ∆1 where αmU
p∆q ă αremp∆q (see figure 11).

The aim is to find the point tp where for any ∆ ą tp it
holds αmU

p∆q ě αremp∆q. The highest inter-arrival time for
αremp∆q is T1 (in figure 11 depicted with Tm). So in case of
a later increase (which will come latest T1 after tp): it needs
to be assured that αmU

p∆q ě αremp∆q. The determination of
tp is given with Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. There is no interval bigger than tp where
the highest execution requirement is caused by a path
that ends at a mode different than mU (outside of
rωminpωmU

, bq, ωmaxpωmU
, bqs):

tp “ minp∆|@k P N0|k ă

R

T1

TmU

V

:

αmU
p∆` kTmU

q ě αremp∆` pk ` 2qTmU
qq

(40)

Proof. We need to prove that there is no path ending at m ‰

mU with an interval ∆ ą tp which causes a higher execution
requirement than at least one path ending at mU . In other
words, if it is possible that there exists an interval ∆ ą tp at
which αmU

p∆q ă αremp∆q, the theorem is proven wrong.
According to the restriction in the theorem, it holds for tp

that: αmU
ptp ` kTmU

q ě αremptp ` pk ` 2qTmU
q for k ă

P

T1

TmU

T

. In the following, we depict n “
P

T1

TmU

T

, i. e. the

restriction holds for k ă n. T1 is the largest possible inter-
arrival time that can lead to the highest execution requirement
in αremp∆q. Since n “

P

T1

TmU

T

, it follows T1 ď nTmU
. Hence

at least one event - as part of the path for αremp∆q - occurs
in rtp, tp ` nTmU

s. This is illustrated in figure 12. Generally
expressed, this one event occurs at:

‚ ∆1 “ tp ` kTmU
` t for k P N0|k ă n with t ď TmU

10 n(n-1)

Figure 12. Comparing events of αmU p∆q and αremp∆q

Because αmU
ptp ` kTmU

q ě αremptp ` pk ` 2qTmU
q, it

holds for this interval: αmU
p∆1q ě αremp∆1q. Wherever

this path for αremp∆1q continues, the additional execution
requirement is no bigger than Umax∆2 for additional time
∆2. This holds because the last event occurred at the very
end of ∆1

5. And because Umax is per definition the highest
utilization possible. We summarize the execution requirement
for an event occurring at ∆1 “ tp`kTmU

`t and any ∆2 ą 0:

αremp∆1 `∆2q ď αremp∆1q ` Umax∆2 (41)

Since t ď TmU
, it follows t ` TmU

ď 2TmU
and due to

the restriction αmU
ptp ` kTmU

q ě αremptp ` pk ` 2qTmU
q it

holds:
αmU

p∆1 ´ t´ TmU
q ě αremp∆1q (42)

Because αmU
p∆1q ends at mode mU the relative utilisation

for additional interval is Umax. For an additional interval ∆2`

TmU
` t it is at least Umax∆2. We can conclude:

αmU
p∆1 `∆2q ě αmU

p∆1 ´ t´ TmU
q ` Umax∆2 (43)

From equations 41, 42 and 43 it follows that αmU
p∆1 `

∆2q ě αremp∆1`∆2q for ∆1 ě tp and any ∆2 ą 0. Therefore
there is no interval ∆ ą tp with αremp∆q ą αmU

p∆q and the
theorem is proven.

C. Periodic part

In the last section we described when the periodic part
begins (at tp) and in which mode (mode mU ). In this section,
we describe the periodic part itself. For this use, we define the
function αmU ,accp∆q:

Definition 10. αmU ,accp∆q is the maximum execution require-
ment beginning at ωmaxpωmU

, bq and only having events at
modes m ą mU .

5Note that for any arbitrary sequence of events taking longer than tp (that
may contradict the theorem) we can assign an interval ∆1 “ tp`kTmU ` t
with its last event at the very end. This follows because k P N0 and t ď TmU .
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αmU ,accp∆q can be determined as explained in Section III,
only using ωmaxpωmU

, bq as an initial speed and only consid-
ering the continuation i). From the previous section it follows:
the last event of the path - which causes the highest execution
requirement in an interval ∆ “ Tp - is in mode mU . Therefore
it is sufficient to only consider mode mU as the initial mode of
the periodic part. If mode mU has the highest inter-arrival time
of the system (mU “ M ), the highest execution requirement
is reached with an event every Tmin. In the following, we
focus on the more complex case with mU ‰M .

Beginning in mode mU ă M with initial speeds
ωminpωmU

, bq and ωmaxpωmU
, bq there are only two continu-

ations when considering the maximum execution requirement
(see continuations i) and ii) in section III):
‚ staying in mode mU with the smallest inter-arrival time
TmU

according to αmU ,constp∆q.
‚ accelerating with a` to reach the next event in the

smallest time possible according to αmU ,accp∆q.
Figure 13 illustrates these two possibilities of building the

path. αmU ,constp∆q is the execution requirement for a constant
mode mU and reached by alternating between the speeds
ωminpωmU

, bq and ωmaxpωmU
, bq. The first event of αmU ,accp∆q

is of mode mU with execution time CmU
. All further events

are of modes m ą mU . We denote the minimum interval
length that includes two events for αmU ,accp∆q by t2, with
three events t3, and so on. Or more general, we denote the
interval to the jth event by tj . Note that t1 “ 0. The values
of the two functions are listed in Table III.
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Figure 13. Periodic part beginning at mode mU

In the example of figure 13, the fourth, fifth and any further
event of αmU ,accp∆q cause a lower execution requirement than
αmU ,constp∆q and can be neglected. For an interval length of
∆ “ t1 “ 0 both functions are identical. This leaves the
second and third event to influence the maximum rbf -curve. To
determine the first event not to be considered (in this example

Table III
VALUES FOR αmU ,constp∆q AND αmU ,accp∆q

∆ αmU,constp∆q ∆ αmU,accp∆q
0 CmU

t1 “ 0 CmU

TmU
2CmU

t2 CmU
` CmU`1

2TmU
3CmU

t3 CmU
` 2CmU`1

3TmU
4CmU

t4 CmU
` 3CmU`1

n “ 4), see equation 44. It calculates the smallest tj , where
αmU ,constp∆q causes a higher execution requirement.

n “ min
jPN0

pj|αmU ,constptjq ą αmU ,accptjqq (44)

This equation needs to be extended. Assume it holds:
2TmU

ă t4 ă t5 ă 3TmU
. It might be that αmU ,constpt4q ą

αmU ,accpt4q but αmU ,constpt5q ă αmU ,accpt5q. Lemma 5 takes
this into account and determines n.

Lemma 5. For the nth and any further event of αmU ,accp∆q
it holds: αmU ,accp∆q ă αmU ,constp∆q. With tj or ti being the
interval for the jth or ith event of αmU ,accp∆q, n is determined
with:

n “ min
jPN0

pj|αmU ,constptjq ě αmU ,accptjq^

@i P N0|pi ą jq ^ pti ă

R

tj
TmU

V

TmU
q :

αmU ,constptiq ě αmU ,accptiqq

(45)

Proof. We need to prove:

i) it holds for the first n ´ 1 events: αmU ,constp∆q ă
αmU ,accp∆q

ii) it holds for any further event k ě n: αmU ,constp∆q ě
αmU ,accp∆q

To prove i): Equation 45 determines the minimum index j
with αmU ,constptjq ě αaccptjq. Trivially this cannot hold for
an earlier event l ă j, because then l is the minimum.

To prove ii): The restriction assures that for the nth event
and all events occurring within the next TmU

(all events i with
ti ă

P

ti
TmU

T

TmU
) it holds: αmU ,constp∆q ě αmU ,accp∆q. So

for an interval ∆1 “
P

ti
TmU

T

TmU
´e with e being the smallest

possible number greater zero and i being the last event under
the restriction, it holds:

αmU ,constp∆1q ě αmU ,accptiq (46)

For any additional interval ∆2 ą 0 it is:

‚ the mode mU of αmU ,constp∆q is the one with maximum
utilisation Umax

‚ and the next event occurs right at the beginning of a
further interval ∆2: at ∆1 ` e.

It follows:

αmU ,constp∆1 `∆2q ě αmU ,constp∆1q ` Umax∆2 (47)
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Further, for αmU ,accp∆q it holds:
‚ the last event occurred exactly at ∆ “ ti.
‚ and there is no higher utilisation than Umax.

This implies:

αmU ,accpti `∆2q ď αmU ,accptiq ` Umax∆2 (48)

From equations 46, 47 and 48 it follows αmU ,constp∆q ą
αmU ,accp∆q for any ∆ ą ∆1 (any ∆ ą ti).
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Figure 14. Periodic part complete

Figure 14 illustrates the periodic part using the example
of figure 13. Whenever the path of αmU ,constp∆q reaches
ωmaxpωmU

, bq, this is a starting point of αmU ,accp∆q and the
first three events need to be considered (whereas the first
event is identical). The maximum of those resulting curves
is the overall maximum execution requirement after tp. This
curve can be expressed with pairs (∆, αp∆q): the interval-
values when the execution requirement increases and the
corresponding execution requirement. Theorem 2 determines
those values, which represent the periodic part.

Theorem 2. Let ti denote the intervals ∆, where αmU ,accp∆q
increases. With k P N0 and @i P N|i ă n where n is
determined with Lemma 5, the execution requirement for any
interval ∆ ě tp is completely described with the pairs:

∆ik “ tp ` kTmU
` ti

αp∆ikq “ αmU
ptp ´ eq ` kCmU

` αmU ,accptiq
(49)

Proof. It follows from Theorem 1:
i) αmU

ptp ` kTmU
q and k P N0 with the last event occur-

ring in rωminpωmU
, bq, ωmaxpωmU

, bqs causes the highest
execution requirement.

ii) for intervals ∆ “ tp ` kTmU
` t with 0 ď t ă TmU

there is no path ending at rωminpωm, bq, ωmaxpωm, bqs with
m ‰ mU causing the highest execution requirement.

With case i) there are already pairs (∆, αp∆q) given for
the periodic part: (∆ “ tp ` kTmU

, αp∆q “ αmU
ptpq `

kCmU
). This leaves the determination of the periodic part

for the intervals in between. With the last event being in
rωminpωmU

, bq, ωmaxpωmU
, bqs, the starting point is given with

the highest speed in this range: ωmaxpωmU
, bq. Beginning at

ωJ0 “ ωmaxpωmU
, bq the path that leads to the maximum

execution requirement is achieved by staying in mode mU with
inter-arrival-time TmU

(done with case i)) or by accelerating
with full a`. This way the next event is of mode mU`1 with:
‚ CmU`1 ă CmU

‚ T ą TmU`1 (at least for the first events), because
acceleration starts at a speed lower than ωminpωmU`1, bq.

‚
CmU `1

TmU `1
ă

CmU

TmU
, since UmU`1 ă Umax.

Due to these limitations, accelerating only causes a higher de-
mand for a limited number of events. Lemma 5 determines this
number. Including this way to build the path (by accelerating)
additional pairs (∆, αp∆q) can be determined with ti being
the interval values when accelerating: ∆ “ tp ` kTmU

` ti
and αp∆q “ αmU

ptp ´ eq ` kcmU
` αaccptiq. Because

αaccptiq includes the first event (ti “ 0, αaccp0q “ cmU
),

we exclude the execution requirement of this event using
αmU

ptp ´ eq.

With Theorem 1 and 2 the rbf -curve for any interval ∆ ě tp
is computed. For all intervals ∆ ă tp the curve is determined
using αAperiodicp∆q according to Section III. Combining both
parts results in the complete request bound function αp∆q for a
VRB-task. Hence, the exact requested execution time is known
for any arbitrary long interval length.

V. EVALUATION

We recall that the contribution of this paper is to determine
the recurrent term of the request bound function of VRB-tasks.
Since this is a novel approach and does not include a complete
new analysis the possibilities of comparing our contribution
with existing results is limited. However, we implemented
the new method in Matlab and ran several experiments. In
section V-A we apply it to a sample task to illustrate the
usefulness. In Section V-B we ran further experiments to
examine how different task-parameters effect the beginning of
the periodic part. Note that this value is crucial for the runtime
complexity as shown below with table V. For a comparison in
terms of precision we refer to [5] (since the advances of this
paper do not change the precision of the method proposed in
[5]).

A. Sample task

We used the following parameters (which are typical values
for a production car engine [14]):
‚ The minimum and maximum angular velocity is ω´ “

16.67 rps and ω` “ 83.33 rps (equates to a range
r1000 rpm, 5000 rpms).

‚ the acceleration is a` “ 100 1

s2 .
‚ The rotation scaling factor is chosen with b “ 1.
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Table IV
SAMPLE TASK

mode ωm [rpm] T [ms] C [ms]
1 2000 30 15
2 3000 20 13
3 4000 15 12
4 5000 12 6
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Figure 15. Request bound function (rbf ) of our sample task

Figure 15 shows the execution requirement in relation to
the interval length for the sample task given with table IV.
While the execution requirement is identical to existing results,
Figure 15 illustrates that the periodic part begins at tp “ 60ms.
The periodic part itself is described with t0 “ 0, t1 “ 14.8ms,
TmU

“ 15ms, CmU
“ 12ms, αmU ,accp0q “ 12ms and

αmU ,accp14.8q “ 18ms. This results in the specific values
according to Theorem 2:
‚ ∆1k “ 60` k ¨ 15
‚ αp∆1kq “ 48` k ¨ 12` 12
‚ ∆2k “ 60` k ¨ 15` 14.8
‚ αp∆2kq “ 48` k ¨ 12` 18

It follows that the number of paths considered to calculate this
rbf -curve is capped by an interval length of 60ms. Recall that
all existing exact methods [6] [5] consider a number of paths
to find the maximum request bound function (also referred to
as interference) and that this number increases exponentially
with increasing interval length (see the recap in section III).
Table V shows the number of paths in relation to the interval
length. It compares our new approach with the existing method
[5]6. As shown in the table, the number of paths does not
exceed 2,400 for our method, while for current exact results
the number raises above 67 million for an interval length of
150ms.

B. Varying parameters

In the previous section it is shown that for the sample
task the complexity (specifically the number of paths) is
capped by an interval length of 60ms. This is the beginning

6Note that the number of paths reduces for [5] upon the other exact method
[6] for any interval length (see Table VI in [5]).

Table V
NUMBER OF PATHS - SAMPLE TASK

∆rmss 30 60 90 120 150

paths [5] 131 2,400 67,616 2,110,604 67,198,445
paths
(new
method)

131 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400

of the periodic part, it is denoted with tp and determined
according to Theorem 1. It follows from table V that the
smaller this value the more runtime complexity can be saved
by using our new method. In this subsection, we examine
how different task parameters effect this crucial value. We
ran three further experiments, in each varying a different
parameter (Experiment B1, B2 and B3). For each experiment
we randomly generated 10,000 tasks per parameter-value and
calculated the average ’begin of the periodic part’ over these
10,000 tasks. We first describe in Section V-B1, how the
synthetic VRB-tasks used for these experiments are randomly
generated.

1) Parameter generation: We generated the task parameters
according to a real automotive Engine Control Unit (see the
segment task of ECU2 in [14]):

‚ The minimum and maximum angular velocity is ω´ “
16.67 rps and ω` “ 83.33 rps (equates to a range
r1000 rpm, 5000 rpms).

‚ There are 4 execution modes: r1000 rpm, 2000 rpms,
p2000 rpm, 3000 rpms, p3000 rpm, 4000 rpms and
p4000 rpm, 5000 rpms.

‚ The acceleration is a` “ 100 1

s2 .
‚ The rotation scaling factor is chosen with b “ 0.5.
‚ The default utilization is chosen with u “ 0.9.
‚ Task execution times were set based on a utilisation u if

the system is operating at a randomly chosen mode m:
Cm “ UiTm. The execution times for the remaining
modes were set with a factor f : Cm “ fUiTm.

‚ The WCET scaling factor f , representing the variation
of the execution time over the angular velocity, is varied
from 0.5 to 0.9 at random according to a uniform
distribution.

2) Experiment B1 ’Utilization’: In figure 16, we varied the
utilization between 0.05 and 1 in steps of 0.05. As the figure
shows, the utilization has no big effect on the beginning of
the periodic part.

3) Experiment B2 ’Rotation Scaling Factor’: The next
experiment, illustrated in figure 17, varies the rotation scaling
factor between 0.2 and 2 in steps of 0.2. Note that this factor
(denoted with b) describes the angular distance between two
events. Consider a simple example: We compare two paths,
each at a different constant angular velocity. If the rotation
scaling factor doubles, the time between two events doubles
in both paths likewise. Similarly the time between any two
events (for any considered paths) scales up for a higher rotation
scaling factor. This explains why the beginning of the periodic
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Figure 16. Experiment B1 ’Utilization’

part increases linear with this factor as can be seen in figure 17.
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Figure 17. Experiment B2 ’Rotation Scaling Factor’

4) Experiment B3 ’WCET Scaling’: In this experiment
(see figure 18) we varied the WCET scaling factor f between
0.05 and 0.97. The larger the WCET scaling factor, the
smaller the difference between the maximum utilization Umax

and any other utilization Um. As shown in Lemma 2, the
periodic part begins in mode mU after an interval that is large
enough. The interval is large enough, if the higher utilization
outperforms any other reason (the two reasons are explained
in section IV-A) to have a higher requested execution time in a
different mode. Hence a smaller difference between Umax and
Um (which is generated with a larger WCET scaling factor)
causes a later begin of the periodic part (see Figure 18).

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we presented a method to identify the periodic
behavior for the request bound function of VRB-tasks. This
is the first method to have precise knowledge of the exact
execution requirement for arbitrary long intervals.
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